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Overview
The immune system of the gastrointestinal tract represents the largest mass of lymphoid tissue in the body consisting of up to $10^6$ lymphocytes/g tissue. All appropriate and inappropriate inflammation in the gut is initiated by this gut associated lymphoid tissue (GALT). Several mediators of inflammation that include cytokines, chemokines, and eicosanoids help promote and regulate these functions but if unregulated can contribute to mucosal damage as seen in the inflammatory bowel diseases (IBDs). While the initiators of inflammation are variable in gastrointestinal disease, the pathways of immunologically mediated mucosal damage are common. The balance between proinflammatory cytokines and the production of anti-inflammatory molecules will determine the severity, extent, and outcome of mucosal inflammation.

During normal vaginal delivery, the gastrointestinal immune system is exposed to maternal enteric bacteria which rapidly colonise the infant’s intestine reaching concentrations of $10^{11}$/g of stool. The continuous interaction between commensal bacteria present in the gastrointestinal tract and the immunological system create a steady state of “physiological inflammation” in the gastrointestinal mucosa. Physiological inflammation may become excessive though appropriate as part of a response to an invading pathogen in the case of salmonella, shigella, and Campylobacter enteritides or excessive and inappropriate as is the case with the IBDs. The extent of this abnormal immune response is likely to be both genetically and environmentally influenced. A number of inflammatory mediators are raised in IBD tissue and therapeutic intervention at this level is the basis of treatment.

Altered bacterial populations in the colon may be responsible for causing relapses of IBDs—for example, ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease. This has raised the possibility of administering “probiotic” bacterial flora as a form of microbial interference treatment in order to disrupt the activity of an original bacterial insult. Bacterial preparations consisting of lactobacilli and bifidobacter have recently been shown to be effective in the excessive inflammation present in ileoanal pouchitis. Early indications also show that an oral preparation of a non-pathogenic Escherichia coli compares favourably with drug treatment, producing similar relapse rates and almost identical relapse-free intervals.

Anatomy
Structurally, GALT (comprising the tonsils, adenoids, appendix, and the Peyer’s patches) is organised into different compartments. Aggregated follicles and Peyer’s patches are distrib-

Figure 1 Diagrammatic representation of the major components of gastrointestinal inflammation and immunology (NK = natural killer)
uted within the mucosa as diffuse lymphocyte populations (See fig 1). Lymphocytes are also present in the epithelial layer of the gut, which is arranged in folds consisting of villi and crypts serving to increase the absorptive surface area. The epithelium consists of a single layer of absorptive columnar epithelial cells, goblet cells, and intraepithelial lymphocytes separated from the underlying lamina propria by the basal lamina, creating a well defined functional compartment which plays a major role in interpreting intraluminal events. The epithelium is constantly assaulted by antigens from a dietary and infective source and provides the first line of interaction with the immune system. The majority of intraepithelial T cells found in the epithelial cell layer have a suppressor/cytotoxic phenotype while the lamina propria cells below consist of helper/inducer T cells and B cells.

The lamina propria contains a full complement of mononuclear cells including B cells, T cells, and cells of the monocyte-macrophage lineage. The T cells that are present primarily utilise the αβT cell receptor and are either CD4 (helper) or CD8 (suppressor/cytotoxic) with a ratio very similar to that of peripheral blood. The majority lamina propria CD4 lymphocyte T cells possess an accessory phenotype associated with helper-inducer cells aiding in immunoglobulin production by B cells. The Peyer’s patches found within the lamina propria are more accessible to micro-organisms than other epithelial surfaces of the gut containing specialised transport cells called M cells, which lack microvilli and are able to phagocytose both soluble antigens and micro-organisms. The lymphocytes in Peyer’s patches are activated and disseminate via mesenteric lymph nodes, thoracic duct and the bloodstream back to the lamina propria.

Cell types

Immune responses are mediated by leucocytes, which derive from precursors in the bone marrow. Leucocytes comprise polymorphonuclear leucocytes and macrophages of the innate immune system and the two major types of lymphocytes of the adaptive immune system. B lymphocytes mature in the bone marrow while T lymphocytes mature in the thymus. Mature macrophages migrate to the lamina propria while lymphocytes continually recirculate from the bloodstream through the gut GALT where antigen is trapped and presented in the Peyer’s patches.

GALT comprises various cell types, which include leucocytes or white blood cells and is subcategorised as:

1. Phagocytes which include neutrophils, monocytes and macrophages, which form part of the innate immune system and provide non-specific immunity.

2. Lymphocytes which mediate adaptive or specific immunity.

Macrophages play a part in natural innate immunity by phagocytosing and degrading antibody coated and complement opsonised foreign particles such as microbes and antigens, killing microbes by the secretion of enzymes, reactive oxygen radicals, and lipid derived mediators. Macrophages are also the principal effector cells of cell mediated immunity secreting a host of cytokines and growth factors. As participants of a specific immune process, macrophages have on their surface receptors for various microbial constituents enabling display of foreign antigens on the cell surface which are recognised by antigen specific T lymphocytes. Macrophages also promote T cell activation by the production of cytokines.
The T cells are differentiated in the thymus into different subpopulations, the T helper or T cytotoxic/suppressor cells, with different markers to identify them; CD4+ for T helper and CD8+ for T cytotoxic or suppressor cells. T helper cells have three subtypes, Th1, Th2, and Th0 with distinct functions distinguished by the product of their secretions.11

The B cells are differentiated in the bone marrow and consist of two populations. The first characterised by the marker CD5+ is found in the peritoneal cavity and constitutes 15% of the total B cell population. The second type constitutes 85% of B cells and is found in the blood and all organs of the immune system (see fig 3).

There is a third population of non-B, non-T cells whose differentiation is uncertain. This population also includes the killer (K) and natural killer (NK) cells which have important functions in host defences against tumours.15

**Secretory components**

The first line of defence against pathogenic bacteria is immune exclusion involving IgA antibodies. IgA secretion is usually induced in the Peyer’s patches when B cells are stimulated.16 Committed B cells then migrate into the systemic circulation and into the lamina propria to produce IgA.17 IgA acts in cooperation with non-immunological defence mechanisms to mediate immune exclusion of foreign antigens by preventing epithelial adherence and penetration of invasive pathogenic micro-organisms, neutralising toxins and viral multiplication.

The second line of defence involves the IgG antibodies and a large number of mediators which include the proinflammatory cytokines.

Recent studies have also suggested the presence of a novel form of innate immunity, which may be mediated in the lumen and at the mucosal surface, in the form of antimicrobial peptides.18 Members of three families of antimicrobial peptides—the defensins, magainins, and cecropins—have been isolated from the gastrointestinal tract of animals.19

**Cytokines**

The presentation of antigen in the inflammatory process is closely followed by generation of cytokines, which provide signals for the communication among different cell populations determining the direction of the subsequent immune and inflammatory response. Cytokines are small glycoprotein peptide molecules between 5 and 50 kDa with autocrine, paracrine, and endocrine activities.20 Each may have several actions but may be broadly classed as proinflammatory or anti-inflammatory in nature. Proinflammatory cytokines include interleukin (IL)-1, IL-6, IL-8 and tumour necrosis factor-alpha (TNF-α), although IL-1 also has a role in tissue healing and IL-6 in inducing the release of anti-inflammatory acute phase proteins.21 22 IL-4, IL-10, and transforming growth factor-beta (TGF-β) are considered as anti-inflammatory cytokines (see fig 3). Macrophages are the major sources of cytokines, with epithelial cells also being able to produce a number of these peptide factors.23 T helper (Th) cells are a further important source of cytokines. Th1 cells, which are associated with a cell mediated immune response, produce IL-2, interferon gamma (IFN-γ) and TNF-α. Th2 cells enhance antibody synthesis by B cells and produce IL-4, IL-5, IL-6, and IL-10. There is evidence for the predominance of a Th1 or Th2 response in certain human
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diseases.\textsuperscript{24} TNF-\(\alpha\) has an important and wide ranging role in the inflammatory response and in host resistance, with its ability to induce or suppress expression of a number of genes.\textsuperscript{25} The epithelial cell is the first host cell that interacts with luminal pathogenic microorganisms and initiates mucosal disease by secreting proinflammatory cytokines in response to pathogens or their products.\textsuperscript{26} After epithelial injury, increased permeability results in activation of exposed lamina propria macrophages and lymphocytes. The cytokines produced by all three cell types are therefore important in directing the inflammatory process.

**Destructive enzymes, oxygen radicals, and nitrogen metabolites**

Intestinal macrophages also release proteases such as elastase, cathepsin G, and collagenase and other destructive lysosomal enzymes after stimulation by phagocytosis, lipopolysaccharide, or cytokines. The phagocytic leukocytes are also a major source of oxygen radicals and nitrogen metabolites such as NO\textsubscript{2}-.\textsuperscript{27,28} Phagocytic cells used reactive oxygen radicals in combination with proteases to destroy ingested microorganisms. Oxygen radicals are potentially detrimental if not controlled causing lipid peroxidation and membrane destabilisation increasing mucosal permeability in the inflamed intestine.\textsuperscript{29}

**Eicosanoids**

Eicosanoids are a group of 20 carbon fatty acids and peptidodfatty acids derived from membrane phospholipids.\textsuperscript{30} Mostly, the eicosanoids are thought of as proinflammatory mediators, however some prostaglandins can exert potent anti-inflammatory effects under certain conditions.\textsuperscript{31}

Prostaglandins have actions on vascular smooth muscle (PGE\(_2\) and PGI\(_2\), relax: PGE\(_2\) contracts), platelet aggregation (PGI\(_2\) and PGD\(_2\) inhibit), neutrophil secretion, adherence, and motility (PGE\(_2\) and PGI\(_2\) inhibit), and gastric acid secretion (PGI\(_2\) and PGE\(_2\) inhibit).\textsuperscript{32} Prostaglandins also have been shown to exert protective effects in the stomach, small intestine, and colon, although the mechanism of action remains unclear.\textsuperscript{33}

Thromboxane is a platelet derived substance with vasoconstrictor actions in many vascular beds with potent activity as a platelet aggregator.\textsuperscript{34} Leukotrienes can be divided into two subgroups. LTB\(_4\) is a potent stimulus of neutrophil secretion, aggregation, adherence, and migration.\textsuperscript{35} The peptidoleukotrienes (LTC\(_4\), LTD\(_4\), and LTE\(_4\)) exert potent constrictor effects on vascular and non-vascular smooth muscle. These leukotrienes are also capable of increasing vascular permeability and of stimulating adherence of leukocytes to the vascular endothelium.\textsuperscript{36} Eicosanoids also exert immunomodulatory effects with PGE\(_2\) suppressing the production of IL-1 and TNF-\(\alpha\) by monocytes and inhibiting various T lymphocyte functions.\textsuperscript{37} LTB\(_4\) can also modify the proliferation of B lymphocytes and stimulate the production of TNF-\(\alpha\), IFN-\(\gamma\), IL-2 from mononuclear cells.\textsuperscript{38} These proinflammatory mediators are important as they are now the target of various therapeutic interventions (see fig 4).

**Inflammatory response**

**INITIATION**

An inflammatory response is mounted against an antigen from the gut lumen when it is transported by specialised epithelial M cells into the lymphoid follicles. Macrophages, dendritic cells, and B cells have surface receptors which recognise and bind the common constituents of many bacterial surfaces.\textsuperscript{39} Dendritic cells have a critical role in immunity to viruses while macrophages specialise in internalising and presenting particulate antigens.\textsuperscript{40} There is trapping, engulfment, and destruction of the pathogen by tissue macrophages providing an immediate innate cellular immune response.

**AMPLIFICATION**

This innate immune response recruits more phagocytic cells and effector molecules to the site of the infection through the release of cytokines. Cytokines produced by macrophages are called monokines (IL-1, IL-6, IL-8, IL-12, and TNF-\(\alpha\)). Other mediators released include prostaglandins, nitric oxide, leukotrienes, and platelet activating factor. In addition to this the effect of complement also contributes to the inflammation.\textsuperscript{41,42} This whole process may be sufficient to prevent an infection from becoming established even after a microbe has crossed an epithelial barrier.

**Adaptive response**

The presentation of antigen also triggers an adaptive response, which begins through presentation of processed antigens in context with the major histocompatibility complex (MHC). This process leads to activation of T cells.\textsuperscript{43} Presentation of antigens in association with MHC class I molecules results in activation of CD8 positive T cells, whereas presentation in association with MHC class II group molecules induces CD4 T cell activation.\textsuperscript{44} HLA class I molecules generally present cytoplasmic antigens (endogenous antigens) that are primarily synthesised by the infected cells—for example, viral proteins. Under normal physiological conditions antigen presentation by intestinal epithelial cells leads to stimulation of CD8 positive cells with suppressor function. These primed lymphocytes leave the mucosa, enter the circulation, and migrate back to mucosal surfaces; a process known as “homing”.\textsuperscript{45} The defence systems of innate immunity are effective in combating a bacterial pathogens but are limited to those bacteria bearing common surface molecules. To overcome this, each naive lymphocyte entering the bloodstream bears receptors of only a single specificity. The specificity of each lymphocyte gives rise to millions of different specificities. These lymphocytes continually undergo natural selection during the life of the individual with only those encountering an antigen to which their receptor binds activating and differentiating into effector cells.\textsuperscript{46}
Resolution
The outcome of an immune response is determined by the kind of effector cells which are stimulated by the initially activated T cells. The result of this specific response is the activation of immune, mesenchymal, epithelial cells, recruitment of circulating effector cells, tissue damage, and/or healing. These mediators determining the resolution include cytokines, arachidonic acid metabolites, reactive oxygen intermediates, and growth factors. Chronic inflammation of the intestine as found in the IBDs is thought to result from failure of these regulatory mechanisms that normally serve to limit the immune response and to eliminate a pathogen.17

Regulation
The net effects of cytokines play a large part in regulating the inflammatory response. The developmental pathway of T cells depend on cytokines present in their microenvironment. Exposure to IFN-γ results in Th1 cells that produce IL-2 and IFN-γ. IL-4 drives development of Th2 cells and conversely IFN-γ down regulates cytokine production by Th2 cells. The differentiation of T cells into Th1 or Th2 like cytokines is a process that itself is dependent on cytokines present in the microenvironment.18

Neuroendocrine hormones—for example, substance P, have also been found in increased concentration in the mucosa of the inflamed bowel suggesting a further mechanism for enhancement of the mucosal inflammatory response.19

The differentiation of IgA producing B cells is also dependent on factors produced by lymphoid cells. TGF-β increases IgA production by IgA negative, lipopolysaccharide stimulated B cells.20 Human IFN-γ and IL-4 enhance the expression of secretory component on the HT-29 epithelial cell line suggesting that local production of cytokines may alter IgA transport.21

Oral challenge of the intestinal mucosal immune system often leads to systemic immune unresponsiveness to the administered antigen. This unresponsiveness or tolerance is mediated in part by antigen specific suppressor T cells that develop in the mucosal lymphoid follicles that migrate to other lymphoid tissues.22 23 Additional mechanisms of suppression at play include clonal deletion and anergy.24

Effects on intestinal function
The chronically inflamed gut brings about a distortion of structure in the form of mucosal ulceration, laying down of fibrous tissue, the space occupying effect of inflammatory cell infiltrates, and changes in the growth and maturation of cells in the epithelium and muscle layers resulting in muscle thickening and villous blunting.

Continuous inflammation—for example, in IBD, is associated with changes in water and ion transport by epithelial cells contributing to diarrhoea. There is a net accumulation of fluid in the intestinal lumen leading to an frequency and volume of stools. Inflammation also leads to a loss of the normal surface area which is associated with loss of digestive enzymes, a decreased breakdown and absorption of food products, loss of the normal absorption of protein and fat, weight loss, and malnutrition. The integrity and permeability of the intestinal epithelial layer is disrupted during inflammation as in IBD resulting in increased serum antibody levels to food and milk proteins.25 Virtually every aspect of gut function is subject to modulation by the immune system. The function of cells anywhere in the gut wall may be altered by the presence of inflammation. Structural and physiological tissues may contribute to the inflammatory process by producing cytokines that chemoattract and facilitate the survival of immunological cells in the local environment, and that maintain a state of organ dysfunction by virtue of their effects on physiological systems both within and outside the gut. These processes have a bearing on many of the symptoms, including pain, diarrhoea, and weight loss that invariably accompany IBD.

Therapeutic intervention: controlling excessive inappropriate inflammation
Reducing inflammation in IBD is based on immunomodulatory regimens. Two firmly established routes are through the use of corticosteroids and aminosalicylates (5-ASA). The therapeutic effects of steroids are mediated by inhibition of several inflammatory pathways, including direct suppression of the 5-lipoxygenase mediated metabolism of arachidonic acid, modulated transcription of glucocorticoid sensitive proteins, and suppression of mRNA for most of the interleukins.26 The mechanism of action of 5-ASA in reducing intestinal inflammation in IBD includes inhibition of 5-lipoxygenase metabolism and the production of interleukins and inflammatory leukotrienes; suppression of platelet activating factor, normalisation of intestinal permeability, chemotaxis of neutrophils and monocytes, reduction of epithelial HLA-DR expression; stimulation of cytoprotective prostaglandins; and scavenging of free radicals.27

Azathioprine, cyclosporin, and methotrexate are steroid sparing immunosuppressants used to control intestinal inflammation. Azathioprine is a purine analogue that competitively inhibits the biosynthesis of purine nucleotides resulting in selective suppressant effects on T cells. Cyclosporin acts primarily on T cell function and proliferation mainly by inhibition of IL-2 gene transcription. Methotrexate suppresses T cell function by decreasing folate dependent enzyme activity in lymphocytes.

Novel drugs with specific anti-inflammatory targets
The presence of raised proinflammatory mediators in IBD has led to the development of therapies targeted at key sites for promoting or interfering with processes involved in the regulation of the inflammatory cascade. Antibodies against TNF-α have been raised in mice and genetically modified to make them less immunogenic. Two anti-TNF-α antibodies
Questions (answers at end of paper)

(1) What are the major proinflammatory initiators in the gastrointestinal tract?
(2) What factors are responsible for the regulation and suppression of gastrointestinal inflammation?
(3) What part does IgA play in intestinal inflammation?
(4) What are cytokines and how do they work?
(5) What genetic and environmental factors can influence gastrointestinal inflammation?

are currently undergoing evaluation in Crohn’s disease. Regulatory anti-inflammatory cytokines—for example, IL-10 and IL-11, are also undergoing studies on patients with Crohn’s disease. Antagonists to lipid derived mediators including leukotriene B4 and thromboxane are also effective in reducing inflammation. Reactive oxygen metabolite scavengers such as superoxide dismutase have also been used with variable efficacy in IBD but none have appeared in practice at this time.

Summary

This review has outlined the major pathways of inflammation in the gastrointestinal tract. Understanding of the mechanisms of these pathways has resulted in the identification of many potential target sites for new therapies along the inflammatory cascade. Once more key processes in inflammation are understood, further modification of present therapies along with more novel treatments will result in safer and more effective control of the inflammatory process in the gastrointestinal tract.

5 Hawkey CJ, Rampton DS. Prostaglandins and the gastrointestinal mucosa: are they important in its function, disease or treatment? Gastroenterology 1985;89:1162–88.
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Answers

(1) The initiators of gastrointestinal inflammation are the luminal contents of the bowel. These contain normal commensal bacteria, pathogenic bacteria—for example, salmonella, shigella, campylobacter, and enteropathogenic E coli. Components of these pathogenic bacteria—for example, lipopolysaccharide and exotoxin, endotoxin and formylmethionine leucylphyalalanine may further exacerbate inflammation. Other luminal components that may play a part include bile acids, digestive enzymes, and dietary antigens.

(2) It is now known that components of the commensal flora known as probiotic bacteria may be able to protect against inappropriate excessive gastrointestinal inflammation. Protection in the lumen also comes in the form of secretory IgA. In the lamina propria the major regulatory molecules and immunosuppressive cytokines include IL-10, TGF-β, IL-1 receptor antagonist, and IL-4. Extraintestinal regulatory components may take the form of hormones—for example, vasoactive intestinal peptide.

(3) IgA acts with other non-immunological defences at the epithelial surface—for example, mucus to mediate immune exclusion of foreign antigens by preventing their adherence and penetration. It also neutralises toxins and reduces viral multiplication.

(4) Cytokines are small glycoprotein peptide molecules expressed by a number of cell lineages of the immune system. These molecules have regulatory properties enabling them to control initiation, amplification, perpetuation, suppression, and resolution of an inflammatory response. Based upon these abilities, various pharacrotherapeutic cytokine preparations are presently used (for example, anti-TNF-α antibody) for the control of gastrointestinal inflammation. Further preparations are also under development.

(5) Genetic factors involved in gastrointestinal inflammation include immunoregulation and barrier function. Genetic irregularities in these two areas results in the IBD—that is, ulcerative colitis and Crohn’s disease. Known environmental factors that may influence gastrointestinal inflammation include the use of antibiotics, diet, smoking, stress, drugs—for example, non-steroidal anti-inflammatory preparations and gastrointestinal infections. Both genetic and environmental factors hold the key to unravelling the mechanisms of IBD as well as providing clues to novel therapeutic preparations.
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